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Playtime, Anytime
MSN Games (games.msn.com) hosts more than
13 million players every month. With more than
300 games, MSN Games offers fun and interactive gameplay through free casual
single-player and multiplayer games, downloadable games, and premium multiplayer
games. Included are titles for all interests, such as word and trivia, puzzlers, action
and adventure titles, along with a multitude of card and board games. Our goal is to
bring you the ultimate portable gaming experience, whether you’re playing alone or
against your friends.
Microsoft Casual Games develops,
publishes, and distributes web-based
and download games in every major
casual game genre (puzzle, word, card
and arcade). On a monthly basis, MCG
reaches more than 120 million global
players; that’s more than a third of the
U.S. population!
Microsoft Casual Games offers
more than 400 games via MSN®
Games, Windows Live™ Messenger,
Windows® OS Games, and Xbox
Live® Arcade, providing the ultimate
playing experience for millions of
casual gamers around the world to
compete, collaborate and socialize—
anytime, anywhere.

Contact Us Today
Do you have the perfect game for one
of our platforms? Microsoft Casual
Games publishes and distributes webbased and download games in every
major casual genre. Learn more today!
For developer and partner inquiries,
please email mcg@microsoft.com.
Microsoft, MSN, Windows, Xbox the Xbox logos; and Xbox Live
are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation in the US and Internationally. The names of actual
companies and productions mentioned herein may be trademarks
of their respective owners. UNO and associated trademarks and
trade dress are owned by, and used under license from, Mattel, Inc.
© 2006 Mattel, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Xbox Live Arcade (xbox.com/livearcade) is your
destination for endless hours of fun and addictive play!
Xbox Live Arcade brings it all to you through Xbox Live, the premier online gaming
and entertainment network for the Xbox 360 system. More than 18 million Xbox Live
Arcade games have already been downloaded since the launch of the Xbox 360 in
November 2005, garnering accolades from the industry, press and consumers alike.
Tune in to Xbox Live Arcade every Wednesday around the world for new releases,
new game add-ons, and other exciting news and content. There’s something for
everyone! Download, try and play now! Download Fun. Anytime. Anywhere.

Windows Live Messenger
(msngames.com/messenger) has a
growing base of 200 million users worldwide. Messenger is one of the most popular
Instant Messaging (IM) services available. Currently, 16 million people in more than
30 different countries utilize the rich, interactive Messenger platform to play at least
one of the service’s two dozen single and dual-player games, including puzzlers like
Bejeweled and Sudoku Too and UNO!
Windows Games (gamesforwindows.com) comes with
a dozen pre-installed favorites, such as Backgammon,
Checkers, Hearts, Spades, Reversi, and more. They don’t take long to learn, but
they’re surprisingly intricate once you master the full list of features and start
competing for the highest score. Take a fun “sanity-break” and enjoy some gaming
fun on your home or work computer during a lunch break.
Windows Vista (windowsvista.com) has brought you
and your friends an accelerated gaming experience.
Included is a heightened visual graphics presentation, better gaming graphics,
and an all-around support system for increased gaming fun and ease of use. Dive
into unique game levels and additional modes of play, and seek out new gaming
adventures. While you’re at it, turn-up the new audio feature for optimal surround
sound. For Windows Vista Games and more, visit games.msn.com/en/vistagames.
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By Michel Maas
When I was asked to write “a page or so”
for the cover of Casual Connect Magazine,
I said: “Sure! No problemo!” Turned out
it took me more time to decide what to say
about the illustration than it took me to
paint it. It makes me glad I’m not a writer.
First, some background: I’m a great admirer of Norman Rockwell — the great
American painter — who could tell a complicated story in a small and simple scene.
This painting is intended to do the same
thing with reference to casual games. To be
specific: Everybody living in casual country
acknowledges the fact that there are many
sides to every game, that there’s a fine line
between a success and a failure and an even
finer line between copying and improving.
Developing and creating a successful game
certainly is no easy trick you can perform
with two fingers up the proverbial nose
(which could be an interesting image as
well. . . ).
Whether that is enough background to
help you understand this illustration, we
shall see. I might mention, however, that
since the day I finished this piece, I’ve
heard four theories concerning its meaning—all of them different, and none of
them wrong.
Which is why I would probably prefer to let
the illustration speak for itself. . . .
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Letter from the Director
Happy Birthday to Us!
can’t quite believe what I’m about to
write: We are approaching the first
anniversary of the Casual Games
Association Conferences. It seems
funny now, but when I got together with
Rutger Peters and Erik Goossens from Zylom to start planning that first Amsterdam
conference back in late 2005, we weren’t at
all sure that it was even a good idea. And
get this: I figured I could manage the CGA
in my “spare time” while still working a fulltime job. Who was I kidding?
The good—no, make that great—news is
that even the optimists seriously underestimated the size of the market and the widespread interest in industry development
and collaboration. Less than 12 months
since that kick-off conference, we have had
over 3,000 attendees at our events—we’re
practically selling them out! Amazing.
Exciting. Exhilarating.
We have been told that one reason for the
extraordinary success of the conferences
is that we endeavor to make the content
especially relevant to the local markets.
Our hope has always been that, as a consequence, we can foster worldwide growth
and interest in casual games (and within
the Association). And it’s working. For instance, our show in Kyiv this November was
attended by 306 casual games professionals,
92% of whom were new to the CGA events.
When we started the Casual Games Association, we focused primarily on game
content—perhaps because that was my
background. (Sorry.) But since then, we
have come to recognize three distinct
constituencies (at least) within the Casual
Games Association: game content (including development, publishing, merchandising, and platforms); brand marketing; and
commerce (online, advertising, retail).
While we have always had something for
the Content and the Commerce factions
at our conferences, at CGA Europe: West in
February (and in the articles within this
magazine) you will see greater attention
devoted to marketing and commerce. We
believe that this broader focus will make
for a stronger industry.
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This magazine is itself a reflection of our
growing strength and vitality. It includes
updates from Microsoft, Real, and Shockwave about their willingness to share
advertising revenue with developers (wow);
there’s a discussion with Mark Cottam and
Paul Jensen of MumboJumbo concerning
how content publishers are supporting the
growing success of retail casual games and
alternative platforms; plus Paul Thelen of
Big Fish Games shares an outline of opportunities available for content creators
entering the casual space—just to name a
few of the excellent articles you’ll find in
this issue. In fact, I think this is our best
issue yet, with articles that are worth not
only reading but sharing with a colleague
who is not yet a part of the Casual Games
Association.
It really wasn’t that long ago that we were
visiting Amsterdam for the first time, and
yet we have come so incredibly far since
then—which makes looking forward into
2007 even more exiting. Just wait to see
what we have in store for you this year!
Sincerely,

Jessica Tams

An Idea
Where We Should Go from Here?

F

or whatever reason, in the core
video game industry all products — regardless or origin and
delivery method — compete with
each other. As a result, production and marketing budgets continue to
climb, raising the financial risk of pursuing
industry-shifting innovation or deviating
from pre-defined genres. At the same time,
independent developers find it hard to exist “independent” of their publishers, who
not only control and distribute the content
but fund the development as well.
Now that it is apparent that casual games
are establishing a dynamic, growing industry of their own, I can’t help but wonder
if we will follow the course of the core gaming industry or chart a unique course of
our own. Couldn’t we, with some
forethought, avoid the problems the core
game folks are saddled with? Is it possible,
I wonder, to create a different sort of system, one in which developers and publishers can create name-brand content which
is protected in distribution?
Here’s one idea I have in mind: Traditional
retailers (grocery, department, and drug
stores) offer both brand name and generic
products side by side. The generic goods—
which are purposely close but somewhat
inferior to the branded alternative—sell
at a discount since the retailer does not
need to share the profit with an additional
supplier. But here’s the thing: Often those

exchange it becomes solely responsible for
the marketing of the brand. For its part,
the retailer gets to offer the familiar, namebrand products with which consumers are
most comfortable while still providing a low
cost alternative for the budget-conscious.
And no matter which one the consumer
buys, the manufacturer still makes money.
When all is said and done, the shelves are
full of meaningful alternatives without the
retailers spending a dime on R&D.
Imagine that the casual games industry
cultivated a similar model. Instead of
every publisher/portal trying to build its
own Matchy-Matchity-Match knock-off,
for example, they could have the original
content creator build a “generic” version
for them (perhaps with different graphics,
fewer levels, and/or reduced functionality).
In exchange, Matchy-Matchity-Match would
retain preferred placement on the portal
even though it is competing with a cheaper,
similar game. Perhaps as a consequence we
could open up the bottom of our market to
more price-sensitive gamers and get away
from the 1%-2% conversion rate that now
dominates our industry. (For some other
ideas on alternative revenue sources, see
The Long Tail, p. 24, and Beyond Downloads, p. 20)
I’m not sure if we can pull off such an
arrangement in casual games, or if in fact it
would create a genuine check on development costs, or if it would indeed create

My hunch is that
there may be a
separate model—
perhaps one that we
have yet to even
consider—that
ultimately will be
best for all of us
more revenue for all of us to share. But it’s
interesting to think about—and better yet
to talk about. My hunch is that there may
be a separate model—perhaps one that we
have yet to even consider—that ultimately
will be best for all of us. The ultimate point
is that we should exert some influence or
control upon our future before we find
ourselves lamenting what might have been.

Jessica Tams is the Managing Director of
the Casual Games Association. She can be
reached at:
Jessica@casualgamesassociation.org.
Do you have an idea on how to monetize
our industry? Email us and we may incorporate your ideas in a future issue:
editor@casualconnect.org.

Namebrand
Storebrand
We all know the drill
generic products are created for the stores
by the same manufacturer who produces
the brand name version.
Strange though that arrangement may
seem, it works to everyone’s benefit. The
manufacturer gains increased distribution across the full retail chain, but in
Casual Connect Magazine
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Bringing Your Games to Market
Options, Opportunities, and Pitfalls

T

he casual games industry is
rapidly growing and evolving.
This article is an attempt to
identify the paths game developers may use to effectively bring
their downloadable game to the masses
(yes, causal games now reach “the masses”)
through online digital distribution. It also
attempts to clarify options and identify
pitfalls surrounding casual downloadable
games. (Note that I will not address games
of skill, community games, ad-supported
games or other emerging business models;
nor will I address alternative platforms like
mobile, retail, or consoles such as Xbox
Live Arcade and Wii Virtual Console.)
While digital distribution of casual games
to the PC via the Internet is not as “sexy” as
some of these other emerging opportunities, it still represents the lion’s share of the
money being made in casual games.
First of all, to get you to read this article
perhaps I need to build a bit of street cred
regarding game development. I have been
playing games avidly for 27 years, developing games (yes, actual code-writing) for
26 years, and running businesses focused
on developing, publishing and distributing games online for the past eight years.
In my lifetime I have written thousands
of lines of code, developed more than 40

term casual game means different things to
different people, so my definitions are not
necessarily an official proclamation; nor
are they necessarily going to align with your
definitions; rather, they are simply an attempt to establish clarity within this article.
Casual Games – Games which are easy to
learn, with simple but addictive game play
and intuitive controls. They are written
primarily for internet distribution and their
demographics skew toward the 30+ female.
IP – The intellectual property that results
from building a game, including the
concept, the object code, the source code,
and all the legal assets such as copyrights,
trademarks, and occasionally patents.
Developers – Individuals or companies that
dream-up the concepts, write the code,
compose the sounds and music, create the
art and generally bring to life a playable
game.
Distributors – Companies with websites that
focus on the delivery of casual games to
consumers via digital distribution.
Publishers – Companies that pay developers to build games—either to their
specifications or to the developers’—and in

The right time to consider the big issue
of “how to get your game to market” is
before you write your first line of code

games, and launched over 1,500 through
distribution portals that I have controlled.
There is much more to tell, of course, but
for now you’ll just have to take my word for
it: I know a thing or two about the Casual
Games business.
To prevent misinterpretation, let’s begin
with a few definitions of some ambiguous
and constantly evolving terms. Even the

Paul Thelen

return own the resulting IP.
Reps – Companies that represent a
developer’s casual game to the broad
market through their existing distribution
networks and agreements. Although they
receive a percentage of the revenue such
games generate, reps do not own the resulting IP.

The right time to consider the big issue
of “how to get your game to market” is
before you write your first line of code. As
a developer, you need to identify what your
core strengths are and what you want to
be in five years. The reason for this is that
many developers fear the recent rumors
about escalating costs of developing a hit
casual game, and they make decisions more
relevant to core games than casual. Does it
take a team of 10 and $300,000 to create a
profitable hit casual game? Absolutely not.
Would $300,000 budget help? Of course.
Some recent examples on both extremes
are evidence that innovation and addictive mechanics sell games. Will top notch
art, sound, and other production values
improve sales of your game? Absolutely. Are
they required? Not really. Can you turn an
average game into a hit simply by spending
buckets of money to make it look better? No way (the lipstick on a pig analogy
springs to mind). In the past, we have seen
high-budget games rocket to the top of the
charts (Travelogue 360: Paris, Law & Order,
and Bookworm Adventures come to mind).
Then again, we have also seen low- or even
no-budget games do equally well, including
Casual Connect Magazine
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Aveyond, Betty’s Beer Bar, and Cute Knight.
The options to get your game to market
can be grouped generally into four
approaches:
• Rolling Your Own
• Going Direct
• Going with a Rep
• Going with a Publisher

Rolling Your Own
What I am referring to here is the concept
of complete independence, a scenario in
which a developer launches its games on its
own site only. Unfortunately, a developer
releasing a title every six-to-12 months
cannot build a viable business because it
does not generate enough content, nor
does it have the time and resources to do
the necessary marketing to drive sufficient
traffic to its site. Thus, the decision to go
direct is more of a lifestyle decision than a
business decision inasmuch as it allows you
to concern yourself primarily with personal
passion rather than with the commercial
viability of your games. Accordingly, if you
make a game for love rather than money,
getting a few hundred of people to try
it may be more than sufficient to make
this a viable lifestyle option. The best way
to maximize the limited financial upside
of this approach is by connecting with a
network of other like-minded developers
and cross-linking your sites in order to get a
reasonable organic search listing to attract
potential customers.

Going Direct
The benefits of working directly with casual
game portals are creative control, complete
distribution control, ownership of your IP,
and independence and neutrality in the
market. Many developers, from individuals
to corporations, have successfully negotiated agreements with most of the points of
distribution that matter. If you are not risk
averse and can afford to pay for everything
on your own—whether your game is going
to cost $5,000 or $500,000—this is a viable
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option. If you are familiar with the industry, comfortable with negotiating multiple,
complex distribution agreements, and have
a history of successful games (so you can
demand a reasonable royalty rate), you
should consider going direct.
However, if you are footing the bill yourself
and you are mortgaging your home to fund
the game, you must also be ready to live in
an apartment. Nothing about developing a
game is guaranteed. You must have the financial ability to withstand several failures.
While you should hope that you get at least
a few singles or doubles, do not count on a
home run. Home runs are extremely elusive. Many industry veterans who are sure
they have the secret recipe for building hit
games find that the more they think they
know, the less they really do.
Also, be sure to carve out both time and
money for securing and negotiating contracts that will range from simple threepagers to 20-page head-spinners. Very few
developers have law degrees, and even if
you hire a great attorney, few attorneys
know the dynamics of the industry, what
the norms are for various terms and what
is or is not fair for a distributor to ask for.
There is no such thing as a standard agreement and every term is always negotiable.
Accordingly, be careful about what you
sign. If you see the word “exclusive” in a
standard distribution agreement, demand
that it be removed, as you have everything
to lose and nothing to gain from a term
that restricts what you can do with your
content. If you see a confusing definition of
revenue (such as “affiliate fee net revenues”
with a two paragraph explanation), ask
yourself: “For every dollar a consumer
spends, what ends up in my pocket?” If you
cannot come up with an answer, demand

Nothing about
developing a game
is guaranteed

In the first year of Big Fish Games, Paul
personally developed the company’s launch
titles including Mahjong Towers and Top Ten
Solitaire.
that the distributor simplify the definition
or walk away. No distributor in this space
has enough power or market share to push
you into terms you do not want or do not
understand.
Then, there is the big question of royalty
rate. What is fair? It depends on what the
distribution partner is doing to deserve its
cut. If you are ending up with less than 30
to 40 cents out of every consumer dollar
spent on your IP, you can probably do bet-

Bringing Your Games to Market
Paul Thelen

ter. While you are unlikely to get distribution on every site out there, that is not the
point of going direct. As you build credibility with a series of high quality games (or
launch a single monster hit), you will find
doors opening that were previously closed.
In light of the opportunities and the risks,
is going direct worth the effort? Yes—if
you are up for it. Big Fish Games started
as a studio and forged ahead directly to
all distributors. We started small (our first
few games were built on budgets of under
$10,000), maintained ownership of our IP,
had a few hit games to fuel the continued
growth of the company. We now have the
luxury of being perpetually self-funded and
have built a portal big enough that even if
no other site wants our games, we can usually get a positive return on our site alone.
Going direct is obviously not the right path
for everyone; but if you have patience, a
strong interest in the business side of the
industry, and the nerves of steel that it
takes to walk away from bad contract terms
offered by major distributors—and if you
have fully analyzed your financial situation
and know what you will do if your game
fails to find an audience—it is definitely
worth considering. But if you want to spend
your time purely on the creative side of the
business, this is probably not for you.

Going with a Rep
The term rep is a relatively new term that
used to fall under the umbrella of publisher. Although reps approach their business in a variety of different ways, for the
sake of this article we will define a rep as a
company that:
Works with developers at the alpha or beta
stage of development
Offers a token prepayment against future
royalties (but something far short of the
total cost of development)
Offers advice, beta testing and surveying
Doesn’t take any ownership of a developer’s IP

Presents the game to all of its distribution
partners
Takes a percentage of sales, but passes the
majority back to the developer
The primary benefit of going with a rep is
that it allows you to focus on game development while maintaining ownership of your
IP and capturing higher returns. A good
rep will cover most relevant game portals
(and if it doesn’t, it should allow you to try
going direct with any distributor through
which it does not currently distribute
games). A good rep should offer a long history in the industry and a strong stable of
existing content as proof that it has negotiated favorable terms with distributors. Often a strong rep will offset any percentage
it receives by offering broader distribution
than a developer might get by going direct.
If the rep is also promising advice, be sure
to look at both its history of success and
its success-to-failure ratio since its historical performance is the best indicator of its
potential for future success.
The downside of going with a rep, of

Are you handing over
the keys to the
future success of
your IP?
course, is that you must give up a certain
amount of control over your title along
with a small, but meaningful, percentage
of your earnings. The pitfalls of going with
a rep lie within that single agreement you
still need to negotiate with the rep. At the
end of the day, a rep is just passing content
on to others, so the percentage it asks for
should be reasonable. (If it is not, shop
around, or consider other options like
going direct or working with publishers.)
Another thing to be wary of is the amount
of control you are giving up. If you are
handing over the keys to the future success

Virtual Villagers was the second game developed by Last Day of Work and published by
Big Fish Games. Virtual Villiagers was the hit
casual simulation game of 2006, maintaining top-of-the-charts sales for months on
numerous distribution portals.
of your IP, the “right” you are granting
should be contingent upon success; in other words, you should be able to get the keys
back and go direct if the rep fails to live up
to its promises or is unable to gain distribution. Also, be very wary of the definition
of what it is you are actually licensing and
strike anything that grants sequel rights or
the right to derivative works. Since a rep
isn’t funding the IP, anything that implies
ownership or future rights should not be a
part of such an agreement.
Big Fish Games does occasionally rep content, so you might sense a bit of bias here;
but I truly believe a good rep can make life
much more enjoyable for a developer, both
short- and long-term.

Going with a Publisher
For this article, publishing is defined as
work for hire. The publisher pays the developer a fixed fee to build a game of either
the developer’s or the publisher’s design.
There are variations in deal structures, but
the basic principle is the same. The upside
of going with a publisher is that it lowers
the financial risk of a pursuing your passion to build games. It also provides fuel to
developers who have the talent and vision
to create a great game but do not have the
financial resources to even start work. If
Casual Connect Magazine
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you are building games out of passion and
building a business is a secondary consideration, publishing provides a means to pursue that dream without risking foreclosure
on your home. It can also be a stepping
stone in your evolution as a developer, enabling you to gain experience or financial
resources so that you can later go with a
rep or even try going direct. For that evolution to come to pass, however, you must be
careful about maintaining a feasible scope
for each project and make sure not to jump
into a situation in which your payment is
equal to or greater than the cost of bringing the game to market. In this sense, an
accurate estimate is everything. Don’t make
the classic mistake of accepting X dollars
to produce a game in hope that it will take
just X-Y to produce—only to discover (too
late) that the game actually costs X+Y. Lack
of accurate cost estimating can, and often
does, result in a death spiral in which a
developer loses money and is forced to
quickly sign another bad agreement to try
to keep the company afloat.
The biggest downside of going with a publisher is that you must forego the upside
of success. If your game becomes the next
big thing, the publisher reaps the financial
and public relations rewards, and you are
left with only the pride of knowing that it
was your brilliance that made the game a
hit. What’s more, because you must give up
complete control of your IP, you will need
to get comfortable with giving up rights to
sequels and derivative works as well. If you
have lots of great ideas, this may not be a
big deal; but if the game is the culmination
of a vision that has been growing inside you
for years, think twice before signing it away.

What Path Is Right for You?
The world has not changed. Consolidation
is not changing the rules. Budgets are only
skyrocketing if you let them, and the days
of fun independent development of casual
games is alive and well. There are as many
options for what to do with your talent as
there were seven years ago. The decision is
yours to make and all options should be on
the table when making the decision.

The world has not changed
Consolidation is not changing the rules
My simple advice is to think long and hard
about your current situation and where you
want to be in five years. Most importantly,
be absolutely paranoid and ruthless in your
analysis of any legal agreement you sign.
Consult with peers and hire professionals
before signing an agreement that could
decide your future for you instead of viceversa. Content is what makes this market
grow and, the creators of the content hold
the power—if they act rationally, carefully,
and in concert with one another.

Paul Thelen, Big Fish Games Founder and
CEO, has an MBA from Stanford University
and a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering from the University of Washington.
Prior to founding Big Fish Games in 2002,
Paul worked at RealNetworks as Director of
Consumer Marketing, where he wrote the
business plan for RealArcade, an online game
distribution service. Paul’s latest venture, Big
Fish Games, has become a top casual game
site worldwide and is a leading publisher and
developer of content. Big Fish Games’ rapidly
growing customer base downloads over
500,000 games per day.

Some Final Words of Advice
Beware of these classic, often devastating pitfalls:
1. Be paranoid and ruthless about every legal agreement you sign. Many developers
have blindly signed bad agreements they have regretted for many years to come.
2. If you think a game will cost you $X and you really want it to be a good game, assume it will cost you $2X. If a publisher is only willing to pay $X, either build a marginal game for $X or go into debt to produce the great game you wanted for $2X.
3. Never assume your game will be a hit just because you love it. Test it out on real
customers who buy games, not your friends. Friends and family will never tell you
your game sucks, even if it does.
4. If you want to build a business, maintain ownership of your IP. If financial resources do not allow this, do not sign away future IP. Brand franchise you create today may
allow you to eventually gain independence tomorrow. Do not sign away your sequel
or derivative rights, ever.
5. Long-term “exclusive” anything is generally bad. You have everything to lose and
little to gain by such an agreement. Keep your future flexibility and options wide
open as the market is constantly changing.
6. Do not underestimate the difficulty of building an audience. Developers who roll
their own and rely only on their own distribution have rarely built a business around
their creative passion. If you want long-term, attractive financial returns, you will
need to embrace the wider market in some form or another.
Casual Connect Magazine
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Monetization Across the Value Chain
An Interview with Mark Cottam and Paul Jensen of MumboJumbo

M

any people inside the casual
games space assume that the
industry is being driven by
download offerings from major
portals. In truth, however, there are many
additional opportunities to make money on
casual games, opportunities that have little
or nothing to do with portals or downloads.
Because MumboJumbo has spent many
years working as a publisher and distributor of video games at retail, we thought it
would be interesting to sit down with Mark
Cottam, the firm’s CEO, and Paul Jensen,
its President, to find out more about their
perspective on issues related to monetization. Here’s what we learned.

Q: Everyone seems eager to define
what “casual” is. How do you see it?
Jensen:

I think we all agree that casual
games are easy to understand, that you do
not need to read a manual to play them.
They are engaging, challenging, rewarding,
and—most of all—fun. As the audience
for casual games continues to grow, we
are seeing new games introduced to the
market that are expanding the breadth and
depth of what casual gaming means. Also,
the successful extension of casual games to
traditional hard core platforms such as the
Xbox or Sony PSP shows that these games
are appealing to a wider demographic than
before.

Cottam:

It’s hard to define casual games
as a specific genre because it is such a
broad category. The game play mechanics
of casual games appeals to almost everyone, and allows them to be ported to every
device and platform. We receive letters
every week from retail customers whose
ages span from children to grandmothers
in their 80s. It’s mainstream entertainment
for everyone.

Jensen:

I like to use this analogy: Casual
games are like sitcoms. They provide 20
or 30 minutes of entertainment—a short
but rewarding experience that costs you
little in time, money, or effort. (As long as
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you are willing to watch TV commercials.)
Those who watch sitcoms and those who
play casual games have similar entertainment expectations—which is why I am very
enthusiastic about advertising revenue for
our market in 2007.

Q: MumboJumbo has a strong
internal production development
team as well as an active distribution business development team.
Will MumboJumbo continue to
branch out across the value chain?
Or do you foresee companies being forced into defined roles in the
value chain because of increased
competition in the space?

Cottam:

Ultimately, as the market grows
and our customer base expands, consumers will decide what the roles are. For now,
however, portals have lots of power—but
I see that diminishing. Over the next
six-to-18 months, I think you’ll see strong
publishers extending their reach across
the entire value chain—at retail, in mobile,
everywhere—just as they have in the traditional games market. As a consequence,
publishers will emerge as the primary movers in the market.

Jensen:

The casual games market is still a
nascent industry, with its roots evolving out
of the online download space. The online
space has many advantages, chief of which
is its low distribution costs. As the market
has moved from online to retail, the distribution costs have risen exponentially. It’s
takes a very different organization with specialized skill sets, resources, and experience
to bring games to market at retail, This
creates a barrier to entry for the traditional
online publisher, but provides a distinct
advantage to companies like MumboJumbo
that are a leader in both online and retail
publishing.

Q: We often hear that shelf space
is shrinking for core PC games in

Ethan Clark
the retail market, but that—
theoretically—digital distribution
solves that problem for casual
games. Do you think the casual
market can effectively handle an
ever increasing number of games,
or will we have to limit production?
Is shrinking shelf space an issue for
casual games?
Cottam:

The irony is that when people
think about digital content, they envision unlimited shelf space; but in reality,
retail is better suited for displaying a lot of
content. In the digital space, you see a lot
of action for the top 10 games, but after
that you see a big reduction in sales activity.
From a merchandising standpoint, you’re
limited to a couple web pages on a portal,
but at CompUSA or Best Buy you have a
massive section of games where consumers can easily identify their favorite games
for purchase. In most major chains we are
now seeing a well defined section for casual
games due to two primary reasons. First,
the casual games market is growing quickly
with broad consumer awareness at retail.
Secondly, the hard core PC gamers are
moving more to console, which is freeing
up additional shelf space for our titles.

Jensen:

As I said before, this industry is
still in its early stages. The try-before-youbuy model was introduced in the online
casual games space because it allowed consumers to buy only the games they enjoyed.
With this came the idea to launch as many
games as possible, and let the consumers
select from huge libraries of titles. I find it
ironic that even in the try-before-you-buy
model—in which consumers are able to
choose among hundreds and hundreds of
titles—the top 20 games still account for
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MumboJumbo partnered with Nickelodeon to produce the Charlotte’s Web casual game.

over 75% of the total casual game revenue,
Meanwhile, there is a glut of content
entering the casual space, and this glut is
causing a dilution of overall revenue for
the category. We still have a long way to go
as an industry to effectively merchandise
and promote the best titles to maximize the
revenue for the distribution portal and the
content owner. Category Management is a
science at retail, and hopefully we can take
some of what we have learned at retail and
apply it to the online space.

Q: Due to their nature, many casual games can be ported to a number
of different platforms. Given your
experience, which platforms do
you think are best suited to casual
games?
Cottam:

MumboJumbo has been a
leader in extending casual games to
different platforms, At first we brought
leading online casual games to the retail
PC and Macintosh market. Recently we’ve
extended that success to the handheld
market with our recent PSP launch of both
Luxor and Platypus, with more to follow in
in the near future. There is no doubt that
the DS is a prime devise for casual games;
and when you look at Nintendo’s messaging and ad campaigns, you can see that
they are putting a very strong emphasis on
casual and bringing mom into the gaming
world.
I guess you could say that at MumboJumbo,
we are bullish about the PSP and the DS.
We also think that the Wii is perfect for
the casual gamer, which is why we will be
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extending the MumboJumbo IP into the
Wii as well. As for XBox Live Arcade, I said
at the 2006 Amsterdam CGA Conference
that it was the “Real Deal.” I am pleased to
say that I was right.

Q: Have you done any tests with
the price elasticity in the market?
Jensen:

Early price elasticity models have
shown that the $19.95 price point is the
ideal target for online casual games. If you
lowered the price to $10, you would need
to double the unit sales to break even from
a revenue standpoint. The broader issue
here is conversion rates, not retail price.
The audience of casual gamers that purchase these games still hovers around 1%
to 2%. These users are a small but devoted
group of gamers who are willing to pay for
a title they enjoy. One could argue that
prices should be going up as the games
themselves offer more and more entertainment value.

Cottam:

We regret that we didn’t test
out a $29.99 price point when we launched
Luxor 2 recently. That price would have
been consistent with the prices currently
charged on handheld devices. Both Sony
and Nintendo supported $29.99 and
thought it was a good idea to test the market—so if we could rewind we would try the
higher price point in the download market.
If any product can push the price point
higher it would be a game with a strong
established consumer brand like Luxor 2.

Q: What kind of an impact does a
consumer-focused marketing campaign have on casual games sales?

In our partnership
with Nickelodeon,
they ran TV spots
on their network to
promote Charlotte’s
Web: Word Rescue
Jensen:

Cost effective consumer ad campaigns for casual games have been focused
on the online space. There are efforts to
try mainstream consumer advertising to
test its effectiveness to reach consumers.
In our partnership with Nickelodeon, they
ran TV spots on their network to promote
Charlotte’s Web: Word Rescue, the game we
developed with Nickelodeon. It will be
interesting to see the results.

Cottam:

Considering the size of the
market, however, a large-scale marketing
campaign might have an impact but maybe
isn’t justified if you are only selling $20
downloads. Once strong brands like Mystery
Case Files, Diner Dash, Luxor, SuperCollapse,
and Jewel Quest are available on all platforms, however, you might be able to justify
a mass market campaign.

Jensen:

The great benefit of the online
business, after all, is that it is relatively
cheap to get your game to millions of
people. In traditional media, you would
have to pay millions for the same exposure
and awareness.

Monetization Across the Value Chain
Ethan Clark

Maybe He Was Right. . .
In Amsterdam last year, Mark Cottam predicted that casual games on Xbox 360 was the
“Real Deal.” At the time, he said: “There’s no reason to believe people won’t play casual
games on the Xbox 360. Consoles don’t just appeal to the hardcore gamer. . . . We’re going
to see significant growth in this area.”
As CEO of MumboJumbo, Mark Cottam
brings over 20 years of industry experience
to the company. Mark is responsible for
the global operations of the business with
a focus on retail sales. Under Mark’s direction, MumboJumbo has become a leading
developer of games for online distribution
and the preferred publisher of premium
casual games for the retail channel.

From left to right: Gabriel Zichermann, Michael Schutzler, Mark Cottam and Rutger
Peters.

Q: Any comments on the issue of
generic versus name-brand games?
Do you think the market should
implement a system similar to the
one used in the pharmaceuticals
industry, where names brands are
protected and clones are monitored
and regulated?
Cottam:

This is a discussion that seems
to come up a lot. The question is: Should
the clones be released at all? Consider the
first-person shooter: Should people be
given only one choice or many? Do people
have the right to choose among a variety of
clones, or only those that are derivative?
In my mind, giving people only one choice
creates a terrible user experience. Derivative works can create new features, add
twists to game play, and push the graphical experience for the consumer. They

can reenergize the category. It would be
a shame to have only one mah-jongg or
only one match-three game available. That
being said, we do need more ingenuity and
breakthrough products to ensure the ongoing success of the casual games market.

Jensen:

It isn’t clones that are bad for the
market; it’s poorly designed games. In the
end, it’s the quality of the game that truly
matters.

Paul Jensen serves as President of MumboJumbo. He has extensive experience in the
casual games industry, having previously
served as President of Skilljam, where he
brought the company from the early stages
to majority acquisition by Liberty Media
of its parent company. Prior to SkillJam,
Jensen was Vice President of Online Games
at Sony Pictures, and held various online
games-related positions including Business
Manager of Online Games for Microsoft.
Interview by PopCap Games’ Ethan Clark,
who focuses on PopCap’s alternative platforms including Xbox 360 Live Arcade . Before joining PopCap, Ethan was the project
manager for Oberon Media’s externally
published titles for Xbox Live Arcade and
other platforms. Ethan can be reached at
ewclark@gmail.com.

Cottam:

Do I think that the clones of
Luxor took busines away? I’m not sure.
Blatant rip-offs are wrong and do not move
the game industry forward; but a variety
of choices brings more people to casual
games. Even if a game is second or third
to market, that doesn’t make it “generic”
necessarily. Ultimately, it is all about what
the users choose.
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Contract Basics - Part Two
Understanding What You’re Signing Before You Sign

F

rom the Editors:
In our last issue, Michael Mei explained
in simple terms the meaning and purpose
of five of the primary sections included
in most contracts: Recitals, Definitions, Grant
of License, Term, and Compensation. Part Two
of this series picks up where that article left off.
As before, we remind you that while we hope to
make contracts easier to understand, we are not
qualified to give professional, legal advice. Accordingly, we encourage you to enlist the help of
an attorney before signing any contract, no matter
how helpful these articles might be.
In the last issue, we touched on the first
half of the contract which establishes the
general terms of the agreement. Now we’ll
look at the second half, which includes sections designed to provide you with certain
protections for your business and IP. We’ll
examine them as follows:
6) Audit Rights:
How do you make sure you get paid what
you’re owed?
7) Representations and Warranties:
What assurances are offered relative to the
work being promised?

proposed agreement does not include the
right for you to verify your royalty payments, then you should ask for it. I would
caution, however, that this section isn’t
worth fighting over if other battles (such as
royalty rate, term, and exclusivity) remain
unresolved. But if you can get this section with little or no opposition, then you
should—or at the very least you should
leverage its exclusion to get something else
that is more important.

Representations and Warranties
This section clearly states what each party
represents and guarantees. It’s important
to understand what you are representing
and guaranteeing as any misrepresentation
could be grounds for breach of contract.
Typically as the Licensor, you represent
that you guarantee the following :
1. That you have the authority to enter into
the contract
2. That you own the IP/Game or legally
license the IP/Game

8) Indemnification:
Who pays and litigates if you get sued?

3. That you have the right to grant the
License sought by the Distributor

9) Limits of Liability:
How much must you pay if you lose a
lawsuit?

4. That the IP/Games do not contain any
indecent or questionable material

10) Governing Law::
Which laws will be used to interpret the
contract?

Audit Rights
As its name implies, this section gives you
the right to inspect the accounting books
and records as it relates to payment of your
royalties. Typically, as the “Auditor” you
will need to pay for the audit unless there
is an underpayment by X% (5%-10% is a
good range), in which case the Distributor
should pay for the audit.
Not all Distributor agreements include
Audit Rights as a standard section. If a
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Michael Mei

5. That the Games do not contain any
viruses
6. That the Games or marketing materials do
not infringe on any copyright, patent, trademark, or proprietary right of any third party

Essentially, the Distributor wants to know
that if it distributes the game, it will not
get into any trouble. It’s also fair to ask the
Distributor for warranties. For example,
you may want a guarantee that whatever
“software” the Distributor attaches to
your games to make them sellable will not
change any game-code. Think of this section as an opportunity to get the Distributor to guarantee in writing anything which
is not covered elsewhere in the contract.

The idea behind Indemnification is to
protect each party from liability should
“the other guy” get sued—which is why
it’s always best to make sure that
Indemnification is mutual.

Indemnification

Governing Law

The Indemnification section can have a
tremendous financial impact on your company. It confirms that if a third party files
a claim or lawsuit, one party will pay the
award damages and defense for the other
party. The idea behind Indemnification is
to protect each party from liability should
“the other guy” get sued—which is why it’s
always best to make sure that Indemnification is mutual. In addition, it’s important to
pay attention to who controls the defense,
because even if the other party is paying
for the defense, you will still want your own
litigators controlling—or at least participating in—your own defense. It’s always best
to be on the conservative side to ensure
that you’re getting the proper representation, and that may include having your own
counsel present—even if the Distributor argues that if they have to pay for the defense
they should control it.

I often find this to be one of the most overlooked sections of a contract. Governing Law can
be crucial in establishing which courts and laws have jurisdiction to interpret and enforce
the contract. Ideally, you’ll want the Governing Law “in your own backyard” to minimize
your legal expenses. Also it may give you a “home court advantage” because your legal
counsel will be better versed and experienced with local law. For example, if you live in
California, but the Governing Law and jurisdiction is in China, then you’ll need to file any
complaints in the courts in China and retain legal counsel familiar with Chinese law. You’ll
also have to put your legal counsel in a hotel in China for however long the court process
takes. Thus it is always better to stipulate that the Governing Law is your home state and
jurisdiction in your own county if possible.

Here are some questions covered in Michael’s seminar in Amsterdam:

Q: Do I need to hire a lawyer?
Always seeking counsel about what you sign is a good way to protect your business and your Intellectual Property. To put it simply: Contracts are binding. You don’t need to hire a lawyer if you are
familiar with all of the wording in a proposed contract. However, if there is any doubt about what you
are about to sign, then you should seek advice from a professional.

Q: Lawyers are a large expense and it significantly increases the cost for my project.
Can’t I just wait and engage a lawyer for my second game when I have more money?

Limits of Liability
This section basically says that, in the
event that there is some monetary damage
awarded to a suing party, your financial liability cannot exceed a stated limit. Since a
Distributor is likely to have deeper pockets
than your company, it could be in your
interest not to have the section mutual lest
the limits of liability go well beyond what
your bank account can support. Alternatively, it may be better to have a stated
limit of liability such as $100,000. (Which
reminds me: If you haven’t talked with your
insurance broker about Professional Liability/Errors and Omissions coverage, you
should do so.)
As with the Indemnification section, the
Limits of Liability section is more important than its length might suggest, with
enormous financial ramifications. Please
make sure to have your attorney help you
understand these sections completely before signing any contract.

You could, but the first contract you sign may have clauses in it that give away some rights for the
sequel. At the same time, if you choose not to sign distribution contracts for that first game, you won’t
be able to secure the distribution necessary to achieve those so-called revenues.

Q: What is the difference between an agent and a lawyer?
Do I need a lawyer even if I have an agent?

It depends on what the agent’s roll and expertise. Just because an agent has contacts in the industry
and can get you distribution, it doesn’t mean that the agent is well versed in contract law.

Q: Should I get Errors and Omissions insurance for my company?
Put it this way: How much do you stand to lose if you get sued? Just as insurance is much more important to the Lamborghini driver than it is to the guy in the ’78 Chevette, so too does E&O insurance
increase in importance as you business grows and your assets increase.

Q: If I am working with a large company which has already entered into contracts

with many other developers, do I still need a lawyer to review the contract? Or can I
trust that if other developers have signed their contract, it must be OK?
I don’t want to sound like your dad, but: If everyone else jumps off a bridge, will you? Other businesses make decisions based on what they feel is appropriate for them. And those decisions may not
apply or be relevant to your business or circumstance. It’s quite possible that other Developers are
willing to take on risk that you cannot afford.

Michael Mei has been actively involved in casual game publishing and distribution. Michael
focuses on securing new business initiatives for Reflexive, and also seeks to expand the Reflexive Arcade Affiliate Network. Prior to joining Reflexive and the casual game industry,
Michael spent his career in the Consumer Products and Telecommunications industries.
He can be reached at: mmei@reflexive.net.
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Beyond Downloads
Exploring Advertising Options with RealNetworks, MSN, Shockwave

W

hen you work in the casual
games space, it’s easy to become
preoccupied with downloads.
We give away 60 minutes of freeplay in the hope that a fair percentage of
those free downloaders (a.k.a. freeloaders)
will decide during that hour that it is worth
paying 20 bucks for the full version. Thus
conversion rates have become a constant
obsession.

It is a pretty easy
sell to savvy
media planners.
Who wouldn’t want
someone to play
with your brand for
hours on end?

Interestingly, however, research by the
CGA in 2006 found that advertising and
subscriptions account for nearly 60% of online casual games revenue—great news for
the portals, but not-so-good news for the
content providers. The revelation served
to heat up a simmering debate in which
developers and publishers are demanding
a share of the revenue from the advertising
that their games make possible.
Shockwave was the first to share advertising
revenue with its content providers. Then
at the Casual Games Association’s Seattle
2006 conference, both Microsoft and RealNetworks announced that they would begin
sharing advertising revenue as well.
Were these large portals giving in to the
inevitable, or did they simply recognize
what it would take to maintain a healthy,
growing industry? For that matter, what
compelled Shockwave to establish the rev-
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enue-sharing precedent in the first place?
We spoke to all three organizations to get a
better understanding of this new monetization model.

CGA Advertising
Action Group

Peter Glover

Vice President, Shockwave.com

Q: Shockwave was one of the

first to share advertising revenue
with content creators. Why did you
decide to share revenue with them,
especially when no one else in the
space was doing it?
It is pretty deep in our business DNA.
Shockwave.com was originally created as
a “United Artists of the Web”—a place for
independent game developers to publish
their web (play-in-a-browser) games. To
that end, we developed the ad-operations
and accounting infrastructure necessary to
track and pay advertising-based royalties.
When the downloadable game market
emerged, it was a natural extension for us
to share all revenue: advertising, direct-toconsumer sales, and subscription. It helps
attract the best games. It also mitigates risk
for our developers by offering them a piece
of multiple revenue streams.

Q: To how many of your developers do you offer a share of advertising revenue? How do they like
working with this model? What
are the trade-offs compared to a
straight download revenue share?

In our standard licensing terms, we offer royalties from advertising revenue.
Thus, nearly all developers have advertising revenue sharing in their license with
Shockwave.com—only occasionally does
a developer trade advertising revenue for
some other term sheet item.
All developers are really positive about the
revenue they get from advertising. We’ve

had a lot of success working with developers on custom, integrated sponsorship
products. Recent examples of client work
include Mazda (with the game Ciao Bella
from Frima Studio) and Sonic (with Diner
Dash from PlayFirst).

Q: You feature three different

monetization models: your premium
subscription service, Shockwave
Unlimited; a pay-to-play download
service; and advertising-supported
games. Do you offer the same
games through each of the three?
Generally, yes—although some downloadable games do not have a web-version. Also,
we publish many web-only games not available for download.

Q: How have media planners and

ad agencies reacted to the opportunity to advertise directly to
the casual games audience? When
you first approached them, was it
hard to convince them that this is a
legitimate, productive way to spend
their advertising dollars?
It is a pretty easy sell to savvy media planners. Who wouldn’t want someone to play
with your brand for hours on end?
We can accurately target specific demographics by game genre and platform
(web-only, download, etc.). There is a
tendency in the casual games industry to
think that the target demo is females 35
and over—but the reach of web-only and
other deployment platforms is so much
wider than that.

Chris Houtzer

Director of New Media for Games,
Dan Prigg, Sr Manager
Developer Relations, RealNetworks

Q: The industry currently offers

the consumption habits of casual gamers
that is driving the industry to figure out
creative ways to monetize “the other 98%.”

casual games and our developer partners are
very encouraged by the initial results.

Q: Do you think both advertising-

Chris Early

supported and try-then-buy games
can continue to coexist, or do you
anticipate that the demo-to-purchase model will eventually be
replaced by the advertising model
altogether?

Studio Manager

The free, ad-supported model for webbased casual games has been around for
ages, but when the Internet bubble burst in
late 2000 and the online advertising market
crashed, the try-before-you-buy model
emerged with small executable “downloadable” casual games. Interestingly, when
RealNetworks first launched RealArcade
in 2001, we had to convince game developers to build downloadable games. We had
to assure them that consumers would be
interested in purchasing a game, as it was at
then an unproven model. Since that time,
however, the try-before-you-buy model has
become a staple of the industry. Traditionally the trial demo period has yielded
conversion rates of around 2%, on average,
with only a handful of the most successful
titles reaching the higher single digits. Yet
as the industry evolved, and the online ad
market rebounded, we have all looked for
ways to monetize those remaining consumers who do not make any purchases. This is
where the ad-supported model for downloadable games becomes an obvious solution. It directly targets and monetizes those
consumers who enjoy playing downloadable casual games but may never actually
buy one.

It’s too soon to tell. We believe that 2007
will be the year in which these innovative
forms of advertising and business models
take shape. There are a few different experiments in the marketplace today, but the
jury is still out on which models, or more
importantly, which combination of models
will be the most effective. We’re currently
focused on both business structures and
are finding our customers enjoy choices.

The Ad-Share program opens up a brand
new revenue stream for the developers
creating dynamic, innovative game-play for
the casual games space. The casual space
has always been a playground of sorts for
developers; companies and individuals
have a bit more freedom to experiment
with new in-game features and game-play
dynamics because the overall development
costs of casual games tend to be much
lower than the multi-million dollar budgets
assigned to blockbuster console features.
Think of it as the “indie film” space in the
games industry.

In addition, we’ve discovered that there is
difference in consumer behavior between
non-purchasers and purchasers of downloadable games. It’s not surprising that
owners play more frequently and for longer
periods of time. In testing various wrapper
time limits, many non-purchasers complain
the time limits are just not long enough to
evaluate a game but actually never plan on
purchasing the game. It is this insight into

Q: How many of your developers

both a try-then-buy, demo-driven
model and a free, ad-supported
model for casual games. Can you
give us a little history of how these
different models evolved?

Q: How has your advertising

model performed so far? How does
reality compare to your original
expectations?
We’ve always been optimistic about in-game
advertising, but we weren’t sure what to
expect. In general, casual games are a great
medium and platform for various forms
of advertising as ad dollars tend to follow
where people spend a lot of time. It’s still
very early, but initial results have surpassed
expectations. A bit contributor to this is the
combination of consumer and ad agency
acceptance. Our sales team has found that
Fortune 500 clients are embracing this new
opportunity.

Scott Austin

Group Manager, MSN Games

Q: What made you decide to

voluntarily give up a percentage of
your advertising revenue?

The current model of revenue for developers (only getting revenue from download
purchases and subscriptions) does not
reflect the multiple revenue opportunities
that exist in the industry today. By sharing
ad revenues, we’re allowing the industry
to experiment with new business models
like ads in game trials, web-only games
and more. We are launching the ad share
program as an incentive to ensure that
developers continue to innovate in the
casual space.

Q: When you decide to shift away

are currently offering advertisingsupported games? How do they like
working with this new model?

from pay-to-play in order to focus
instead on an ad-supported version
of a game, does a content provider’s
revenue tend to increase or decrease? Why do you think that is?

We are currently working with more than
ten different developers on in-game advertising, and yes, we are sharing the revenue with
them. Developer satisfaction is obviously key
to the success of any new business models in

We are not shifting away from pay-to-play.
We are, instead, opening a new revenue
stream for developers which will allow us
all to try new and hybrid models. Because
Casual Connect Magazine
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CGA Action Advertising Group
we’re adding new revenue streams, we
expect content providers—such as MSN
Games—to see an increase in revenue.
We also expect developers’ revenues to increase as they will have more opportunities
for new and different revenue streams.

Q: How many of your developers

are currently offering advertisingsupported games? How do they like
working with this new model?
A large percentage of our developers currently offer advertising-supported games.
Almost all of our downloadable titles allow
for interstitial advertising “commercials”
during the free trial period. These ads
are quick, highly targeted to game player
demographics, and are designed not to
disrupt game-play as they are served up in
between game levels.
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We believe that most developers are familiar and comfortable working within this
advertising model. These “commercials”
allow players to demo a developer’s game
completely free for 60 minutes—in effect
bringing the game to a wider audience of
potential purchasers.

Q: In your mind, what are the

next steps to ensure that advertising-supported content becomes
a long-term, stable, mass-market
monetization option for the entire
casual games industry?
We’re already well on our way to ensuring
that advertising is a long-term revenue
model for the casual games industry.
Advertising has been involved with this
market since day one—the shift has been

from stand-alone, banner advertising to
more immersive content, skinned games,
and in-game product placement. Xbox Live
Arcade is a great example of where the industry is going. Taking cues from in-game
product placement in retail games, I expect
we’ll see subtle integration of products into
casual games—Coca-Cola products served
up in Diner Dash, for example.
As an industry, I believe the most important
thing we must do is uphold the integrity of
casual game play and ensure that advertising enhances, rather than detracts, from
the end-user experience. Our ad rev-share
program is meant to allow the developers
to have multiple ways to monetize their IP.
The CGA Advertising Action Group can be
reached at
advertising@casualgamesassociation.org.

Wii For Victory
Syndicated from GameZebo

C

ongratulations, casual gamers—
you’ve just won a major victory
for mankind, common sense in
general, and the entire interactive
entertainment industry as a whole. So go
claim your trophy: Its name, Nintendo’s
Wii.
At stark odds with the presently sorely-undersupplied and hefty-priced ($499/$599
20GB or 60GB) PlayStation 3, the much
better-stocked and value-minded machine
($249 w/ Wii Sports game pack-in) isn’t
just a boon to shoppers. It’s also a minor
coup for all of us who adore software providers such as RealArcade, Oberon Games,
Reflexive, PlayFirst, iWin.com, Big Fish
Games, etc., sending a clear message to
consumer/enthusiast media and retailers
alike.
This missive’s gist: We, the people, have
for too long been ignored and underrepresented in the console marketplace, and
it’s about high time software developers
actually sat up and took note.
Make no bones about it—this business has
traditionally catered to 18-to-35-year-old
males, as in the past they’ve almost exclusively been the ones to staff development
houses and keep the dollars rolling in. But
as illustrated by the success of the casual
gaming sector (an expected $1.5 billion
market by 2008 according to DFC Intelligence and the CGA), in today’s expanding
virtual world, game-makers can no longer
afford to be so myopic.
As folks such as Mario/Zelda creator and
Nintendo’s chief creative guru Shigeru
Miyamoto have stated all along, they’re
focused on: Ensuring players of all ages can
jump right in and have fun. Sound familiar? It should: This is the same principle
powering titles like Zuma, Luxor 2, Diner
Dash and Bejeweled, digital diversions aimed
at the widest possible audience by way of
familiar themes, simple control schemes
and enjoyable, bite-sized entertainment
experiences.

motion-sensitive TV-remote-type controller that translates physical gestures into
on-screen responses is its chief selling
point—there’s really little complexity to it.
Simply swing the device to bat balls over
the net using a simulated tennis racquet,
hack away at the air to make swordsmen
launch blade-spinning attacks or conduct a
computerized orchestra with the wave of a
virtual wand.
The Wii’s all about offering those aged
five to 95 new ways to play. There’s even
a sound reason the company chose to go
with the revolutionary control scheme—
people look like they’re having so much
fun flopping around the living room that
the system will instantly attract onlookers’
curiosity and attention.
Meaning as follows: While exclusive, downloadable indie games; high-profile strategic romps or first-person shooters; and
built-in hard drives that store albums and
film shorts are a nice touch for hardcore
enthusiasts, they’re not necessarily the sort
of thing that’ll appeal beyond this core
fan base. And if publishers truly wish to
expand the market and tap into gaming’s
ever-growing audience as they’ve so-long
insisted (adapting the biz to encompass
Mom, Dad and lil’ sis in addition to the
teen males of the family), they’re going to
have to think smarter, designing more immediately enjoyable products that resonate
with and appeal to everyday people.

Scott Steinberg is managing director of
Embassy Multimedia Consultants,
http://www.embassymulti.com/.
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Nintendo’s Wii is a hit!

We, the people,
have for too long
been ignored and
underrepresented
in the console
marketplace, and
it’s about high time
software developers
actually sat up and
took note.

While the Wii may look daunting at first—a
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The Long Tail
Learning to Sell Less of More

I

love lists. Lists make me feel organized and informed; they provide
structure in a chaotic world and they
help guide my decisions each day. I
pore over the “best new music” lists on
music sites to see which bands to check out,
I look at the bestsellers lists for new books
to read and, like any games marketer worth
his stuffing, I look at the Top 10 selling
games on our network and those of our colleagues to see what’s hot this week.
This last activity has a material impact on
our business—not so much my doing it
(though I’d like to think that everything I
do has a big impact on our business), but
rather because everyone is doing it. As
soon as a game shows any staying power
in “The Top 10” a developer starts getting
calls, clones start getting built, and the
industry generally takes notice.
But what about the rest of the games? Is
our business only about The Top 10?
Should we all just carry the top 10 games
each week and bury the rest of our catalogs? The Long Tail suggests otherwise.
The Long Tail, the 2006 book by Chris
Anderson (you may also know him as the
current editor of Wired magazine), explores
fundamental changes in the way media is

What Is A Long Tail?
First a little background. The Long Tail, as
Anderson has defined the term, refers to
what exists beyond the Top 10. His contention is that there is life for products far
beyond the Top 10 and that “the future of
business is selling less of more.”
Think about your own catalog of games.
In your business, how many of your games
don’t sell a single copy in a given month? I
would wager (a skill-based wager of course)
that for any online distributor of casual
games there is virtually no title that doesn’t
sell at least one copy. Robbie Vann-Adibe,
CEO of Ecast, a digital jukebox company,
puts it well in Anderson’s book: “In a world
of almost zero packaging cost and instant
access to almost all content in this format,
consumers exhibit consistent behavior:
They look at almost everything.” Which
means, of course, that almost everything
has a potential customer.

The Long Tail of Casual Games
Let’s look at some of the conditions that
create a Long Tail market and the degree
to which we see these conditions in the
casual games marketplace. According to

The Long Tail refers to what exists
beyond the Top 10. The future of business
is selling less of more.

created, distributed and consumed. While
casual games are only given a very cursory
mention in the book, they might represent
the most perfect example there is of a
Long Tail business.
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Anderson, several factors provide the fertile
ground in which a Long Tail business can
flourish:
1) Make the means of production easily available to anyone with the talent to
produce quality content. While game
development costs and production values
have certainly been on the rise, it’s hard

Tony Leamer

to argue that anyone with the talent and
time can’t create a great casual game. In
general, costs for a decent casual game
for PC download run somewhere between
$100K and $300K. Not exactly the kind of
scratch your average developer has in the
cushions of his couch, but not completely
out of reach either.
2) Make distribution easy and inexpensive.
Large distribution channels are constantly
hungry for new products—especially in a
highly competitive industry. As casual game
portals continue to proliferate, it isn’t surprising that they are releasing more titles
more frequently. Of course, this is great
news for the folks who have taken advantage of #1 above.
3) Provide a connection between consumers and the content that matters to them.
Finding the kinds of games I like should be
easy and straightforward. And discovering
new games that I might like should be almost effortless as well. If I really like match
three games with an underwater motif
and mahjong mini-games between every
level, I shouldn’t have any trouble finding
them. And once I have indicated a prefer-

C’mon people,
there are a lot
of smart people
in this business
– surely we can
come up with
something better
ence for such games, any time a new one is
launched it should have no trouble finding
me. To truly harness the power of the Long
Tail, aggregators and distributors have to
find better ways of connecting people to
their preferred content.
The movie business provides a compelling
example of how a company might use the
Long Tail to its advantage (and profit). In
Anderson’s book, Reed Hastings, CEO of
Netflix, points out that new releases typically make up about 90% of a movie retailer’s
rentals. Through its use of great categorization, user recommendations, and other
consumer tools, however, Netflix has managed to steer 70% of its rentals to back catalog titles. As a consequence of that shift,
Netflix can order and stock fewer copies
of new releases—an important advantage
considering that catalog titles cost less than
new releases. And if stock performance is
any indication, the Netflix model is working. (In March, 2005, the stock prices of
both Netflix and Blockbuster were around
$9 a share. Eighteen months later, Netflix
stock had risen to nearly $30 a share—an
increase of over 200%—while Blockbuster’s
had drifted slowly downward to around
$5.) By tapping into the Long Tail, Netflix
has managed to lower its costs while providing consumers with a better way of finding
content that matches their interests.

Key Lessons for Each Part of the
Value Chain

For Developers: Have realistic expectations—and take chances. Realize that there
is more than one kind of content that will
be appealing to an audience, and if you
make a game with decent (not extraordinary) production values that provides a
compelling experience, there is someone
out there (and a decent number of someone’s friends, most likely) who will buy it.
Don’t get tied up with restrictive exclusives
and your published content will find an
audience. Another word on exclusives:
When deciding whether to offer content
exclusively through a particular publisher,
always consider that company’s total reach.
If your deal doesn’t allow you to go directly
to aggregators that don’t have a relationship with the publisher you’re signing with,
you’re just leaving money on the table.
Long-term exclusives are generally not in
your best interests, or in the best interests
of the consumer.
For Publishers: You need to have realistic
expectations also. Provide great descriptions and marketing materials for published titles, because making sure your
games get placed and described appropriately is a big part of the battle. Craft smart
partnerships with talented developers and
good distribution partners. And remember: Not every game is going to be a huge
hit—but that’s OK.
For Aggregators/Distributors: If the Long
Tail exists, but all consumers can see is
the head, does the tail really matter (or
even exist)? As more and more games are
added to your catalog, it becomes more
and more important to establish a common
and descriptive taxonomy with which to
connect people with this content.

Cake Mania really an Action title? C’mon
people, there are a lot of smart people in
this business—surely we can come up with
something better.
The ultimate point here is that we can all
do a better job of opening up our extended
catalogs to a broader range of consumers.
And if we do, the true benefits of the Long
Tail will be ours: Better selection, a larger,
more satisfied audience, more developers
taking more chances (and creating, in the
process, more interesting content), and
more revenue for everyone. Who wouldn’t
want that?
Long live the Long Tail!

Tony Leamer has been working on the Web
since its infancy in the early ‘90s. In 2000,
Tony joined the then-nascent RealArcade
team at RealNetworks, playing key roles in
the launch and growth of both the RealArcade and GamePass products. His final role
at Real found him managing the RealArcade distribution business, syndicating the
RealArcade service through third-party
distribution partners. At Oberon Media,
Tony is responsible for content marketing
and brand development in the company’s
publishing operation, located in Seattle,
Washington. He can be reached at tony.
leamer@oberon-media.com.

Think about the music industry. There are
countless bands, songs, genres and artists.
Yet if I’m into early 90s shoe-gazer Brit-pop
(and who isn’t?), there’s a pretty accepted
list of artists who fit into this category. If
music, with literally millions of songs, can
pull this off, why can’t we come up with
better, more descriptive categories than
Puzzle, Action, Arcade, Card & Board and
Word? Is Zuma really a Puzzle game? Is
Casual Connect Magazine
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Survey Says!
Using Survey Data to Build Better Games

Y

ou could call 2006 “The Year of the
Survey” in the casual games business, with several key players—including RealNetworks, Trymedia
and PopCap—issuing press releases with a
summary of results from their user surveys.
Have you taken the time to look at the
data? Have we learned anything new? Can
we use this information to build better casual games? The Casual Games Association
Marketing Action Group has taken a close
look at the publicly available survey results
to form this list of “Three Tips For Building
Better Casual Games.”

Tip #1 Survey Says:
“Forty- and Fifty-Year-Old Women
Are Playing Games”
Yes, we’ve all heard that women are the
primary target market for casual games,
and many developers and publishers are
successful because they are taking this
information to heart. In fact, the survey
data make a strong argument that you will
miss the boat if you don’t find a way to
tailor your game to appeal to women over
40. The PopCap®/Information Solutions
Group® survey found that 71% of their

If playing casual
games is replacing
TV time, then we
might want to think
about the best
aspects of TV that
we can incorporate
into casual
game design.

players are women over 40. The RealNetworks®/Harris Interactive® study says
that “more than 70% of the people buying
games” are women age 40 and over. And
many of these casual gamers are over 50
(the PopCap survey says 46% and the Trymedia survey indicates 28%). So for some
of you, this means your mother’s rolodex
may be the best source of potential game
testers.

CGA Marketing Action Group

How many of you have a team of forty- and
fifty-year-old women reviewing your game
concepts, design documents, prototypes,
and alpha and beta builds? You don’t have
to have them on staff, but you should most
definitely have them involved in your production process. Don’t assume you know
what they want and what they find funny or
“cute.” Ask them.

Tip #2 Survey Says:
“Women are Playing Games on
Weeknights to Relax and Unwind”
According to the data, the majority of the
respondents find these games a way to
“relax and unwind” (64% of the PopCap
survey respondents), and they cite “stress
relief” as the most important reason they
play (53% of the RealNetworks respondents). This shouldn’t come as a surprise.
Men play games to relax and unwind too.
It’s just that men use different words to
describe the same thing. Some men will
play a competitive game of racquetball
after work to “wind down.” And many men
will log onto their favorite MMORPG like
World of Warcraft to “shoot away” the worries
of the day. The women who play casual
games don’t consider themselves “gamers”
because they aren’t engaging in a “testosterone” kind of experience that society has
labeled a “video game.” But just like some
men who play other types of games, these
women consider casual games valuable
components of their weekday routine.
The survey data suggest that many of them
play every weeknight (PopCap survey says
51%) and late at night before bed (Trymedia survey says 73%)—even preferring to
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play a casual game over watching TV, working on a home project, or reading a book.
What does this mean for game designers? If
playing casual games is replacing TV time,
then we might want to think about the best
aspects of TV that we can incorporate into
casual game design. Have you considered
episodic gaming? Well defined characters?
Story? Plot? Special effects? If the characters in your game are appealing and the
story is engaging, then you’ve got a fighting
chance at capturing your share of the “relax and unwind” time in the day of the life
of a casual gamer.
Of course, you can create a successful game
without characters and without story, but
if you look back at the year’s most popular
titles, you’ll see more and more characterdriven and story-driven games than ever
before (such as Diner Dash, Cake Mania,
Delicious Deluxe, Virtual Villagers, Mystery Case
Files). Oh, and don’t forget to offer a “relax” mode just in case she doesn’t feel like
competing for points or trying to get a high

Many of these
casual gamers are
over 50. So for
some of you, this
means your
mother’s rolodex
may be the best
source of potential
game testers.
score. Relaxing doesn’t automatically mean
“not competing,” but sometimes it does
mean “I just want to veg and click away.”

Tip #3 Survey Says:
“Women are Playing Games For
Hours at a Time By Themselves”
Until the recent survey results were
revealed, many people in the business
believed that women were buying these
games for their kids. And there is a certain
percentage of women who do. However,
the Trymedia survey found that the majority of respondents (58%) have no children
at home. So, most of these casual gamers
are buying these games for themselves to
play for extended periods of time.
Many of them are playing for at least an
hour per session (the Trymedia survey says
66%, and the PopCap survey says 43%). So,
what does that mean for your game design?
It means that a large percentage of your
buyers are setting aside specific “play time”
to engage with your game. They are not
only taking five minutes during a coffee
break for a quick fix. Evening play time is
“me time” they are designating as a necessary indulgence.

(such as simulation or strategy) may satisfy
this “relax and unwind” need very well.
Judging by the success of some of these
types of games this past year (Virtual Villagers, Westward), some game creators are
already figuring this out.

CGA Marketing Action Group: Craig
Holland (Freeze Tag), Lisa Sikora (Microsoft Casual Games Group), Julie Pitt
(RealNetworks), Beatrice Spaine (Pogo.
com Electronic Arts), Dave Williams (Atom
Entertainment).

Final Words

Craig Holland is the Chief Executive
Officer and co-founder of Freeze Tag, a
publisher of best-of-class casual games
wherever consumers want to play them.
Prior to forming Freeze Tag, Craig founded
Thumbworks, one of the pioneers in
mobile game publishing, which was sold to
In-Fusio in 2005. Over the years, Craig has
been instrumental in bringing to casual
gaming some of the world’s leading brands,
including Etch A Sketch, Nickelodeon,
Suzuki, Paramount Pictures, and Honda.

So do these surveys suggest that we should
all be focusing our attention primarily on
50-something females who use casual gaming as a replacement for weeknight TV? Of
course not. However, game creators would
do well to involve in their game development process women in their 40s and
50s who play games. Applying what we’ve
learned from survey data and focus group
findings can help us design better games
and may spark some innovative ideas that
help us to broaden our constituency and
expand the market beyond the current
core.

View Survey Results:
http://www.casualgamesassociation.org/research_news_archive.php#feb2007

Save the Date!
Casual Games Association’s Casual Connect Conferences
Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Sessions
If you missed any of the sessions, please check back in a month or so and
you may download the full video sessions and presentation slides free of
charge from http://amsterdam.casualconnect.org/
Meeting Contact Follow-up
Contact information for sponsors, speakers and premium members is available
on http://amsterdam.casualconnect.org/meetings.html

Seattle, Washington
17 - 19 July 2007
Benaroya Hall on the corner of 3rd and University, Downtown Seattle
Badge Pickup
Badges will be available for pickup before the conference begins on 16 July
2007 at 4PM - 11PM.
Corporate participation inquires should be directed at
sponsor@casualconnect.org or +1 206-778-5134.

So, games that involve longer play cycles
Casual Connect Magazine
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Tools & Productivity
Technical Session Summary
As a companion to Scott’s technical
session on Day 3 of the Amsterdam
conference, we put together this
summary of some of the most common questions from the session.

Q: What is the best development
environment for game
programmers?

Obviously there’s no simple answer to
this. It totally depends on the team, the
project, the platform, the engine—all of
those variables should be considered when
choosing a development environment. For
example, if you’re building a console game,
you’re forced to use whatever toolset the
hardware manufacturer dictates, supplemented by whatever hacks you can come
up with to make your own favorite tools
work. If you’re making a Mac game, forget
about any Microsoft tools! And if you’re
building a Flash game, then, well, you build
things with Flash, unless you somehow turn
OpenLaszlo into a game builder.
So let’s just say you’ve got a C++ engine and
you’re on a PC platform, which is probably
the case for most casual game developers
due to the openness and ubiquity of the
platform. The best environment here for
game development is easily Visual Studio.
It’s got a great compiler with useful C++
language extensions, .NET support for
building tools fast, and the best debugger
available anywhere. Although VS isn’t open
like Eclipse or Emacs, and its add-ons (such
as VisualAssist by WholeTomato—which I
love) tend to cost money, out of the box it
gets you moving fast making games. Longer
term, it takes some time to learn how to
deal with its odd quirks, particularly its GUI
performance, but its great tools make it
completely worth the effort.
The development environment is much
bigger than just the tools you buy or
download. It’s the entire ecosystem of
tools, people, processes, standards, content
pipelines, and whatever else goes into mak-
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ing a game. The “best” environment is one
that lets a game design get expressed by
developers into working features as quickly
and as accurately as possible.
By “quickly” I mean that it allows you to get
things into the game fast, that it shortens
the time between thinking of an idea,
creating it, and seeing it work in the game.
Rapid iteration is key—the more ideas you
can try out in a short amount of time the
better. So here you’ll need tools like automation (for art exports and game builds),
runtime compiling (dynamic scripting
language or VC++ Edit & Continue), onthe-fly reloading of content, and a forgiving engine that isn’t strict about resources
being perfect or missing. Get it written
and working fast, and don’t worry so much
about it being correct until later.
By “accurately” I mean that the environment knows when something isn’t right by
verifying content as it loads, and that it tells
the developer how to fix it easily with proper feedback. The game shouldn’t crash
when something simple is wrong (such
as spelling the name of an object wrong).
Rather it should: (a) notice the problem
and warn with useful info about how to fix
it; and (b) do so loudly and in a way that
the developer can’t miss the warning. A
good assertion and logging system, combined with effective on-screen elements
(such as error/warning counts that don’t
go away) will work well here. This will save
a huge amount of time and frustration, and
keep engineers focused on writing more
code and diagnosing fewer problems.

Q: Can you provide an overview on
how to debug a crash, a hang, and
a lock?

The quick answer is: Go buy Debugging Applications for Microsoft .NET and Microsoft
Windows by John Robbins and read it end
to end. He walks through many scenarios
and procedures for diagnosing crashes.
This is a must-have book.
There are so many different problems that

Scott Bilas
could happen in a game and so many tricks
for diagnosing and resolving them that it
would be impossible to cover them here,
but I’ll touch on a few.
So let’s talk about crashes. First, find out
whether or not it’s really a crash. Most
people—even many developers—say
“crash” for pretty much anything that goes
wrong, from a simple error dialog coming
up to a hung application to a Windows blue
screen. In fact, a true crash is when the
game has halted due to an illegal operation
(like an access violation or stack overrun).
So for starters, you should get confirmation
that it really truly is a crash and not a game
error. Confirm what type of issue it is for
certain before starting to debug it or you’ll
waste lots of time.
Most crashes can be diagnosed simply by
looking at the call stack and registers and
inspecting the crashing line of code. The
top of the stack tells you what went wrong,
and the rest of the stack tells you (usually)
how you got there. The registers in debug
builds can often tell you if you’re referencing a null pointer or a pointer to deleted
or uninitialized memory (pointer registers
holding 0xDDDDDDDD or 0xCDCDCDCD
can be a telltale sign). A simple top-level
exception handler can put up the stack
(with symbols resolved from the PDB) and
CPU registers on a crash, and 80% of the
time an engineer can figure out at a glance
what’s wrong without a lot of time wasted
diagnosing the issue. More advanced
diagnoses could involve using a crash
dump so an engineer can do a postmortem
analysis. Because it takes so much time, you
should only do direct debugging (stepping
through the code on the machine) as a last
resort. Most of the time, though, you can
figure out the issue by simple inspection.
The tough crashes happen when multiple
threads are involved, or when there are “latent bugs.” In these cases, Something Bad

happens but the crash does not happen
immediately. These can be very difficult to
debug and, aside from proactively putting
integrity-check assertions all throughout
the code (a best practice regardless),
the only reliable way to catch such bugs
is to periodically log the state of systems
involved in the crash and review the log
output after a crash, looking for clues—oldschool “printf debugging.” There are many
tricks for special cases, but there’s not
enough space here to write about them all.
Check John’s book!
For a “hang,” I assume we’re talking about
temporary glitches, such as when performance is choppy or we have periodic
freezes. This can be solved with an ingame profiler that shows the performance
costs of different major systems over time,
hopefully with a simple scrolling graph to
catch historical data for hangs in different
systems. You can usually guess what’s making it temporarily slow simply by observing
what happens in the game. For example, a
mouse click might cause a resource to load
which makes the file system portion of the
profiler spike temporarily. To get real data
of course, resource monitors and call graph
profilers can tell exactly what is going on.
And finally, the best approach to debugging a “lock” depends on the type of lock.
If it’s a deadlock among threads, there
are many published articles (including
a good one by John Robbins) on how to
figure these out using some easy changes
to your thread sync classes. If the lock is
caused by an infinite loop, with CPU at
100%, just break in with a debugger. Or if
debugging on a non-developer system, a
cheap way to diagnose the hang is to use a
separate thread that watches for a certain
key sequence such as Ctrl-Break (which
you’d press when you notice a hang). Upon
catching the lock, then, the sequence freezes all threads and shows a dialog with the
stacks of each thread. Then the problem
becomes very similar to debugging a crash.
And finally, if the game appears locked but
it’s not maxing out the CPU, it’s probably
just the UI that’s not updating—possibly
because it’s locked waiting for another

thread or synchronous API call to finish.
The hang-watchdog thread solution will
work well here, or you can always break in
with a debugger to see what the problem is.
Locks are generally easy to figure out.

Q: Does it matter what programming language I use?

It matters for a variety of reasons, some
of which are: ease of hiring/contracting
programmers to work on your game, ease
of integration of third party libraries, performance considerations (CPU, memory
usage, disk footprint), community support
available, feature set, dynamic capabilities,
and a million other things.
In some cases you aren’t given a choice.
Make a Flash game and you must write
code in Actionscript. Work in Unreal and
you’ll be writing a lot of Unrealscript.
Sometimes it’s the opposite: Choose a
language and you force the engine. For
example, if you want a C# game, you must
force end users to install the gigantic .NET
Runtime to play your game. Not a big deal
for CD-based games, but download-only
will suffer. Although I hear the static, .NET
linkers are getting more compact every day.
Practically, though, just about everybody
works in C++ and for good reason: It’s
about the best general-purpose, highperformance, widely supported language
available. Nearly all engines these days are
primarily written in C++, and many add a
scripting language to support domain-specific features, provide runtime compiling,
simpler programming, etc. Integrating
and effectively using a scripting language
in a C++ engine is no small task, so be very
careful in this area. It’s very easy to drop
a scripting language into a game engine
so scripts can call C++ functions, but it’s a
lot tougher to make the integration easy
to maintain and understand—or to fit
well with the engine architecture, for that
matter.

Q: How much time will I save by

using an off-the-shelf engine
solution?
Initially, a lot of time. It’s far faster to
license an engine and build a game than to
roll your own from scratch first. And without the right experience on hand to build
that engine, you may end up with a difficult
to maintain codebase that encourages
hacks and buggy game coding while making it difficult add new features. It’s a lot of
fun to build an engine and get something
on the screen, but developing and maintaining engine technology is very different
work from making games and isn’t a good
strategic choice for every studio. In the
end, a proprietary game engine may simply
prove to be more trouble than it’s worth.

Most crashes
can be diagnosed
simply by looking
at the call stack
and registers and
inspecting the
crashing line of code

Scott Bilas is the Development Director for
Oberon Games Studio, a casual games development shop in downtown Seattle. In his 11
professional years, he has worked on casual
games, super hard core retail games, edutainment, and even did time at a dot com. Shipped
titles include the “inbox” games in the upcoming
Windows Vista, Galapago, Scrubbles, A Series
of Unfortunate Events, BeTrapped!, Inspector
Parker, Candy Crisis, Dungeon Siege, Gabriel
Knight III, iCat Commerce Online, and Mighty
Math Cosmic Geometry. Scott has also built
several gaming platforms and toolkits, and lately
has been focusing on engine design and game
analytics. Scott has been published in Game
Developer magazine and Game Programming
Gems, and was a section editor for Game Programming Gems II. Scott can be reached at
scottbilas@gmail.com
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Don’t Go Broke
Ernie Ramirez and Ion Hardie, Reflexive Entertainment, Inc.
As a companion to the Don’t Go
Broke session on Day 3 of the
Amsterdam conference, we put
together this summary of some of
the most common questions from
our session.

Q: How do you survive in a hit
driven business?

We wish there were a magic bullet, but
to survive in this or any other hit driven
business, you are eventually going to need
to deliver a hit. In that regard, the games
business is much like the movie business or
the music business. Make a movie or song
that people want to see and hear, and you
get to make another one. Make one or two
that no one ever heard of, and you’re back
in your garage doing it for fun. Anyone
who looks to the casual space as a refuge
from the “core space” is going to quickly

You are eventually
going to need to
deliver a hit

learn that while the dollars may be on a
smaller scale, the dynamics are much the
same. Deliver a hit—keep playing. Deliver
a series of duds—look for a new line of
work.
Now, what constitutes a hit is relative to
your situation, but we think that to be
widely considered a hit, a game would have
to debut in the top 10 on at least three
of the major portals. Much like a movie,
early performance is going to tell you a lot.
Whereas a movie has its all-important opening weekend (whereby lifetime revenue can
be reasonably estimated), the casual space
seems to have an opening month as your
game percolates into all of the distribution
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portals. If your opening month is solid,
and you see yourself in the top 10 of all the
portals you’ve contacted, congratulations.
You’ve got a hit. If it doesn’t make a single
one of those lists, you can expect to make
back very little of the money you have
invested. In general, the higher up those
top 10 charts your game climbs or debuts,
the longer that game will generate revenue
(and theoretically profits) for you and your
company. Sadly, the gap between a hit and
a non-hit isn’t just a little. Whereas we generally expect our hit games to produce well
over $1 million US in “spendable” (that is,
our take after the portals keep theirs), we
generally expect our “miss” games to do
maybe 20% of that. If a game misses the
top 10 lists altogether, you’ll be lucky to
break $100,000 in total revenue. So, unless
you have an alternative revenue stream, to
survive as a developer you must eventually
make a hit.

Q: Does spending more on a game
necessarily mean that it will sell
more?

The obvious answer to this question would
be a resounding, “of course not.” But as the
space matures, there is a certain feature set
and quality level that are required to generate that elusive hit that we are all searching
for. The challenge for us as developers is to
put sufficient quality, polish and newness
into our games without going so far overboard that it is impossible to make a profit.
Do you need to include every last feature
you put on paper during your original
concept meetings? No. But be sure you
include the important ones! Therein lies
the challenge—so choose wisely.

Q: How do you manage costs on a
regular basis?

Through the grapevine (Jessica Tams), we
at Reflexive have heard that we have a reputation for delivering expensive games, and
this is true. Until a recent game featuring a
ravenous, incredibly loquacious caterpillar
surpassed us, we believe we held the dubious honor of having the most expensive
games produced in our space. From 2004’s

Wik & The Fable of Souls ($350K) and
2005’s Mosaic: Tomb of Mystery (more K),
we learned a lot about a lot of things, but
one of the most significant things was the
importance of systematic and consistent
self-analysis. Yes, we knew exactly what we
were doing and how much money we were
spending each step of the way on those
projects. That didn’t help their sales, (on
the downloadable PC side anyway) but the
problem wasn’t that we woke up one day
and said, “Expletive! The games cost how
much?”
Except for Sales and Marketing, we believe that every dollar we spend is for the
purpose of advancing our projects, and
we account for all costs that way. In other
words, every non-sales and marketing dollar we spend winds up in the cost bucket.
We use Quickbooks to track the costs as
they mount. Each month we update the
cost of all products in development and ask
ourselves the following questions:
1) Is this where we thought we’d be after
spending this much?
2) How much is left to go (and thus to
spend) ?
3) Can we get it back?
If that’s enough for you, skip to # 4. But
if you like details, read on, you brave soul
with more than trace quantities of deoxyaccounto-ribose in your system.
We allocate costs to projects in progress by
tracking costs in the following categories:
Direct Labor, Direct Materials and Overhead, and Indirect Labor. These concepts
will be familiar to you if you have studied
cost accounting. Essentially, if you worked
on the project your salary, benefits and
anything you buy—especially for the project—are all charged to the game you’re
working on. We allocate overhead and
depreciation of fixed assets to projects in
progress using a ratio derived from Direct
Labor hours. For example, if 1,000 hours
of Direct Labor are used by a project, and
there were 3,000 total Direct labor hours
worked in that period, then 1,000/3,000 or
1/3 of all overhead cost for that period will
be allocated to that project. What do we
classify as overhead? Generally, overhead is
any cost that is not directly related to a par-

ticular project (such as rent, utilities, etc.).
Ok, wake up now. Back to more interesting
topics.

Q: What is Sunk Cost, and does it
apply to me?

Sunk Cost is the idea that once a dollar is
spent, it’s gone and shouldn’t be considered when deciding whether or not to
spend future dollars. A good example is as
follows: Let’s say you’ve spent $100K on a
game, and that’s what you thought it would
take to do the whole thing. But now, your
engineering team says you need another
$50K to finish it to a point that you won’t
be embarrassed to put your company’s
name on it. Well, the $100K you’ve
already spent is gone, or “sunk.” The only
relevant number you now need to consider
is the remaining $50K—and how that $50K
compares to revenue you expect to generate. In other words, after sinking another
$50K into this game, how much money can
you expect the game to generate? What
if it’s not the full $150 you will have spent
by then? What if you think the game will
generate only $60K total net revenue? The
inclination may be to cancel it now, but, in
actuality, the theory says different. Unless you think that the $50K can be better
spent elsewhere (perhaps on a new idea
that will cost only $50K and produce $200k,
for instance), then the theory would say
that adding that extra $50K in cost would
be worthwhile. The math works like this:
(-100 – 50 + 60) = - 90. Now, negative 90
is no great number, but it’s better than
negative 100 that you’d get if you quit the
project now.

Q: What are other ways to make
money?

Well, here’s what we’ve done. We place
them in order of ease of adoption.

you will make more money faster by opening your game to the established network
of game portals. We learned this the hard
way.
Turn your website into a portal to sell other
developers’ games.
If you have any traffic to your site at all,
and you’re only selling games that you’ve
developed, you’re simply missing out. Join
an affiliate plan immediately (we have
one in mind) and start making money on
games that other people have developed.
In many cases, you’ll find that these affiliate
programs will pay you comparable rates to
what you’ll be earning on your own games
that you worked so hard on.
Take advantage of alternate methods of
revenue generation.
Allow your games to be sold using subscription models. In some cases, Reflexive
receives higher royalties for our participation in portal subscription programs than
through direct sales. Participate in pre-roll
ad programs as well.
Consider going retail.
Talk with one of the retail distributors that
you see here at the show. Find out if your
game is a good fit for the retail shelves.
Investigate emerging platforms.
Does one of your games fit on the XBLA or
a cell phone?

Once a dollar is
spent, it’s gone

Ion Hardie is the Director of Product
Development for Reflexive Entertainment,
the Southern California based developer of
well-known titles such as Big Kahuna Reef,
Wik and the Ricochet series of games.
As one of the founding partners of Reflexive in 1997, Ion has received credit in
various capacaties on every game Reflexive
has developed. His credits include Level
Design, Game Design, Product Manager,
Writer and Sound Effects Designer.
Most recently, he was the Lead Level
Designer on Big Kahuna Reef 2 and Lead
Level Designer and Sound Effects Designer
on Wik: Fable of Souls for XBLA, which
won the AIAS award for Downloadable
Game of the Year.
Ion is also actively involved with the Reflexive Arcade, Reflexive’s game distribution
and affiliate system. Launched in 2003, the
Reflexive Arcade has grown to be a significant portion of Reflexive’s overall business.
Ernie Ramirez, CFO Reflexive Entertainment. After receiving an MBA from
University of California Irvine, and prior to
co-founding Reflexive, Ernie worked at
Price Waterhouse and later at the Walt Disney Company in the department what was
then known as Disney Interactive.
In addition to his finance/accounting
duties, Ernie has earned game, level, &
story design credit on several of Reflexive
games including Lionheart: Legacy of the
Crusader, and the award winning hit titles
Ricochet Lost Worlds, Big Kahuna Reef,
and Wik & The Fable of Souls. This varied
experience has given him a unique understanding of the pull and push relationship
that can exist between finance and game
development departments.

Allow other portals to sell your game.
If you are still of the mindset that you made
this game, and you need to sell it from your
own site and your own site only so that you
can keep 100% of the revenue generated,
we respectfully disagree with your mindset.
We believe that in the vast majority of cases
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